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Let p be an odd prime which has 2 as a primitive root and let q be another odd prime of the 
form q = 2pf1+ 1, then the non-abelian group of order pq (for existence of which the latter 
requirement is the well-known necessary and sufficient condition) is sequenceable. 
1. Introduction 
A finite group (G, l ) of order n is said to be sequenceable if its elements can be 
arranged in a sequence a, = e, al, a2,. . . , a,,_, in such a way that the partial 
products a o, aoal, aoala2,...,aoa1a2.. l a,,_l are all distinct (and consequently 
are the elements of G in a new order). It was shown by Gordon [5] that a finite 
abelian group is sequenceable if and only if it is a direct product A x B, where A 
is cyclic of order 2k (k > 0) and B is of odd order. It is also known that cer:ain of 
the dihedral groups D2,,, = gp{a, b: a”’ = b2 = e, ba = a-lb} are sequenceable. See 
D&es and Tijriik [3], Anderson [l] and Friedlander [4]. 
Up to the present time, the only groups of odd order (necessarily, therefore, 
non-abelian by virtue of [S]) which were known to be sequenceable were those of 
orders 21, 39, 55, 57 and one of the two non-abelian groups of order 27. See 
Mendelsohn [lo], Denes and Tijrok [3], Keedwell [9] and Wang [12]. We shall 
show here that, if p is an odd prime such that 2 is a primitive element of the 
Galois field GF[p], then all non-abelian groups of order pq, where q is an 
arbitrary odd prime greater than p, are sequenceable. From this result and those 
known earlier, it follows in particular that all non-abelian groups of order 3q, 
except the dihedral group of order 6, and all non-abciian groups of orders 5q, 114 
and 13q (q prime) are sequenceable. 
Sequenceable groups are used in the construction of row-complete Latin 
squares (details can be found ;n L ‘51 or [Z]) and it has been proved by I-Ieinrich [7] 
that, if the non-abelian group af odd order pq (where p and q are distinct primes) 
is sequenceable, then there exist p - 1 pairwise orthogonal row complete Latin 
squares of order pq. It is interesting to note therefore that our result implies that 
such sets of pa&ise orthogonal row complete Latin squares exist of arbitrarily 
large sire. 
We call attention to one other result. A sufficient condition that the complete 
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directed graph on n vertices can be separated into y1 edge-disjoint Hamiltonian 
paths is that there exist a row complete Latin square of order n. (See [lo], [3] or 
[2, Theorem 9.1.11. It follows imrnediately that the decomposition is possible for 
all even integers n, for yt = 9, 15,’ 27 and for all odd integers tz = pq such that p 
satisfies the condition described above. 
2. Prelimixmy results 
Definition 1. A group (G, .) with elements a, = e, a,, Q. . . . , a_1 is said to have 
a near-sequencing if the elements of G can be ordered in such a way that the 
partial products a,, = e, a(,~, a,~, u2, . . . , uou lu2 * l l G-_~ are all different and so 
that the pr#Jduct qtlu l u2 l . . a,_2un_l = e. 
We remark here that near-sequencings were first introduced by Paige [ 1 I] who 
has proved that, if a group (G, 0) possesses a near-sequencing, then it has a 
complete mapping and consequently the Latin square formed by the multiplica- 
tion table of (G, 0) has an orthogonal mate, see [2, Theorem 1.4.21. This result has 
been extended by Keedwell in [8]. See also [2, Theorem 7.4.11. 
Lemma 1. If q is an odd prime, then the cyclic group Cq possesses near sequencings. 
Proof. We regard (C,. +) as the additive group of the field GF[q]. Let r be a 
primitive element of GF[q]. Then the elements 0, r” - r”-l, r”+l -rh, . . . , F’-- 
rq-3, l_,.q-‘, r _ 1, *. . , ,.h--Lrh-2 define a near-sequencing of (C,, + ). For, the 
elements listed are all different since each is of the form ri(r - 1) and i takes all 
values from 0 to q - 1. Moreover the partial sums 0, r” -rh-‘, r”+‘- 
r h-l 7’.‘, p-2 - rhel, 1 -- r”-l, r- rh-‘, . . . , r”-‘- Y”-~, 0 are all different (except 
the lasr:j since each is of the form r’ - rh-’ and i takes all values from 0 to q - 1. 
We note that the element which does not occur as a partial sum is the element 
_ rh-1. 
Let (G, l ) be a non-abelian group of order pq, p < q, w ere p and q are di :tinct 
odd primes. Then it is well known that G has a unique normal subgroup 
H = p;p{u: u” = e} of order q and that the number of its Sylow p-subgroups is 
1 +pk = q. Thus, p divides (q - 1). Since q is odd, 2p divides (q - 1) and so 
q = 2ph + 1 for some integer h. 
G is generated by two elements a, 6 such that uq =e, bP = e, ub = bu” where 
sp = 1 mod q. Also, (b”u”)(b”uY) = b”“xu”sX’v. 
’ It is reported in [6] that row-complete Latin squares of orders 9 and 15 have been obtained by 
K.B. Mertz and E. Sonnemann respectively. An example of each is given. K. Heinrkh reports that a 
row-complete Latin square of order 9 has also been obtained by T.W. Tillson using a personal 
microcomputer. 
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The natural homomorphism G --j G/M maps G onto the cyclic group CP with 
elements 1= H, x = bH, x2 = b*H, . . . , xp-’ = bP 3X 
Definition 2. If cy is any sequence ul, u2,. . . , y, of elements of a group G, then 
P(ar) will denote its sequence of partial products u1 = ul, u2= ulu2, T)~= 
UIU943, . . . , v!,, = l.41 u-2 l l l u,,. 
Let G be a non-abelian group of order pq, H its unique normal subgroup of 
order 1. and let G/M= gp{x,, x2,. . . , .s}. A sequence (Y of length pq consisting of 
elements of G/H is called a quotient sequencing of G if each xi. 1 s i G p, occurs q 
times ir! both (x and P(a). 
The above definition is adapted from that given in [4]. where it is shown that 
the image under the mapping 4 : G + G/H of a sequencing of (3 is a quotient 
sequencing of G. 
Lemma 2. Let p he an odd prime such that 2 is a primitive element of the Galois 
field GF[p]. Then the non-abeliaa group of order pq, where q is any odd prime 
greater than p, has a quotient sequencing. 
-of. As already shown, q = 2ph + 1 for some integer h. Let cr satisfy the 
congruence 2a = 1 mod p. Then u is a primitive element of GF[p ] since (T” = 1 3 
2” = 1 mod p. We claim that the following is a quotient sequencing for G: 
A sequence of 2ph l’s, followed by x, followed by a sequence of 2ph - 1 
(p - 1 )-tuples 
whzie indices are computed modulo p, followed by a sequence 
x a-l xD+r x+<rz . . . xcrp 2--cr~, 3 1 x2 x4 x8 . . . x2p 7 xl-up 2. 
The partial products are 2ph l’s, followed by the sequence 
x Xa xm’ . . , Xa” 2 
repeated 2ph - 1 times, and then the sequence 
x x<’ x”z . _ . Xw 2 ye 2 f“ -4 pI‘ J , . ._;trz Xrr x 1. 
(We use the fact that c+’ -* = 2.) 
It As easy to see that 1 and each distinct power of x occurs exactly 2ph + 1 (‘=q) 
times in both sequences because l( =c+‘- ‘), 0; a&,. . . , d’ -’ are the non-zero 
elements of GF[p]. 
We try now to construct a sequencing of our group of order pq of which the 
above is the quotient sequencing under the mapping 4 : G + G/H. 
We observe first that, since q = 2ph + 1 is prime, the cyclic group _H = 
gp(a: a4 = e} has a partial sequencing e, a”‘-“’ ‘, a”“‘-‘“, . . . , a”’ ‘-“’ ’ with partial 
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products e, artl-rtI I, ar”+‘-r’l I, . , . , artt ?--rtl I_ This may be used to replace the first 
2ph( = q - 1) l’s in the quotient sequencing. The element of H which does not 
appear in this partial sequencing is a”’ ‘+ 2 and the element of H which does not 
appear ,in the sequence of partial products is a-” ‘. Here, r is a primitive element 
of GF[q]. 
77re case p = 3. We consider first the special case p = 3. Table 1 shows, for this 
case, the form of a sequencing of which the quotient sequencing given in Lemma 
2 is image. If this is to be a sequencing for the non-abelian group of order 3q, the 
foliowmg conditions must be met: 
(1) The t:lements (Y, cyl, CQ, . . . , a,+ must be all different; 
(2) Ihe elements &, &, &, . . . , &-,+ &_,, &, must be all diRerent; 
(3) P = rh-; _ rh-2; 
(4) The elements 0, CK~.S~+@~, (als'.tPl)+(ar*s2+P2),...,~~=-:((YIs'+Pi), 
(a,_,~-r_~)~~+~~-~+~Fs:(a,s~+P~) must be all different; 
(5) The elements 0, PlS+az, (f3lS+(yz)+(&S +(Yg),...,Cq--:(PIS+(Yit I)$ p+ 
CYzZf(pis +ai+l) must be all different; 
(6) (rh--2 _ rh-i )-t(a+P4_l)s2+(01q_l+ELjS tP,+CP-~~(~~S+PiS2)=--~“-‘; and 
(7) s2 t s + 1 = 0 (since s3 = 1, s # 1), where all arithmetic is carried out mod- 
ulo q. 
If t is a primitive root of GF[q], we may meet condition (4) by choosing 
cu1s2+ [31 = t’ - t’-‘, 
a2s2 + fi2 = f’+’ - t’, 
a!, _2s2 + &_2 = t 1-2 _ tl--3 , 
(c,_,+p)s2+& =-f1-2. 
Then the elements listed in con&tion (4) are 0, t’ - 1(-l, f’+l- t’-‘, . . . , tiw2- t’-‘, 
O- t’-‘. These q elements are all different. 
With this choice of values, we have ai+ l = tq and &+ 1~ t& for i = 
1,2,... , q-3. Hence, ai+l= t CY~ and pi+, z tiPi, i -= 1, 2,. . . , q-3. 
We may meet condition (1) by choosing CY,__~ = P-“QI, and (x = 0. We may meet 
condition (2) by choosing &_. , & E (0, tq-2@1}. 
We may meet condition (5) by choosing 
p,s+(r2=t”(t’- *I-‘) = P(a!iS2 + P,), 
02s +cyYJ - P(t’-+’ - t’) = tU (cr2s2 + &), 
. 
p4_2s + (x,,_l = tyt’ -2 - t-“) := tU(cYq_2s2+ pq -2). 
p - _p+l-2. 
Then, condition (6) requires 
Table 1;’ 
Sequencing 
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1 
X 
X 
X2 
X 
X2 
X 
X2 
X 
:* 
X2 
a~rh-2_rh- 3 
bat’ 
ba”l 
b*aQI 
ba”? 
b*a% 
ha-1 
e 
atrh - rh-l 
afrh+l _,,h-1 
atr” *-r” ’ 
I~a~(rh-*-rr” “)s +a 
I~*a~(r”-*-r” ~‘)s*+as+~y, 
/,aT(rh- *-rll 1 )s +a +a,s*+p, 
b*at(rh *-r,lpl b2+as +a, +p,s+*, 
oaj(r” 2 - #~-1 )s+a+a,s*+&+a,s*+p, 
b*at(r” 2- yll 1 ~s’+~s+cu,+p,s+cu,+~,s+cu, 
il Notation: afx stands for ax. 
By virtue of (l), arl+ar2+ = l . +cY~_~ s$<q -- 1)q = 0 mod q and, by virtue of (2), 
&-1+&J+&+&+ l l l + & = $(q - 1)q = 0 mod q. 
SO, the last condition reduces to 0 = rke2+ (a - &is* + ps + &, with my = 0 from 
above. 
Thus, to meet conditions (1) to (6) the following is sufficient: 
TO meet conditions (l), (2) and (4), (Y = 0; (xi~_l= t’a, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,o .- 2; 
P* I+1 - -t’& for i=l, 2,....q-3; als2+&=P1(t-1); (t4-2a,i-p)~2+fi4_, = 
-tlA2; and &_r, p4 ~(0, t4-‘&}. 
TO meet conditions (3) and (5), p = rhF2(r- 1) = -t’d+f-2 and &s + rcvl = 
t”(ats2+ PI). 
To meet condition (6), rhm2 + ((x - p4)ss + ps + p4 = 0. 
From the condition firs + tcu 1 = t”(a1s2+ PI) we get &(s - t”) == al(s2tu - t). 
Then, from the condition cy,s2 -t PI = t’-‘(t - I), we find that 
(Yl = P(t” -s) 
and so 
p* = tf -‘(t - s2tU). 
The condition (tqW2 a!1 + p)s2+ p4--, = -P becomes [t’-2(P -s)+p]s2+ /3,_, = 
-fld2 on substituting for cyI and using the fact that tq-’ = 1 mod q. That is, 
t u+‘-2+~+&-,s = 0. Consequently, the condition p = --tu+‘-2 is met if and only 
if &_1 = 0 and @4 = t”-2P1. 
Thus, our suficrem set of conditions rt duces to (x = 0; ai+ 1= tial for i = 1, 
t u+l-2 W+l-S 
r-l t 
s+k(l 
c 
- s2) := 0. 
That is, 
1 
t*-y1 -s’t”-‘)( 1 -s-j = 
( > 
r_l+ tJ p-+1 -2, 
whence (1 -- s2 - s2tu-’ + st”-‘)(r - 1) = [ 1 + s(r - l)]t”-‘. So, we require that 
y = (s - ‘1)(1 - 1) 
r+s--l--• 
Since al # 0, PI # 0, we also require tU # s, tU-’ # s. (fuvl # s H rf 2-t-s.) 
We therefore proceed as follows: Given a non-abelian group of order 3q, q 
prime, q = 6k + 1, we select c‘ne of the rooas of the quadratic equation s2 + s + 1 = 
0 mod q and a primitive element r of GF[q] such that rf 2+ s and rf 1 -s. (Since 
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-! 1 ,) . . . , q-2; Pi+, = tifil for i - 1, 2, . . . , q -3: (x1 = t”(t” -s); @I = t’- ‘(t- S2tU); 
/3,_, =o; & = t q -2&; and the requirements 
r”-Z(r- 1) = +U+l-y:=l$), (A) 
rh-“+@S+pq(l.-S2)=C!. (B) 
From (A) and (B), 
Tab!c 2 
Sequencing Partial products 
WY-- -_. 
e 
a2 
ah 
a’ 
a5 
f: 
ba” 
b2a4 
ba2 
b2as 
bah 
b2a 
ba’ 
b’a3 
ba5 
12 2 
iha 
a3 
b2 
b”a” 
-- 
e 
a2 
a 
a5 
a3 
uJ 
ha 
b2a” 
ba3 
b2a 
ha2 
b2a3 
ha’ 
b’a2 
ha” 
1_ 6 0 (’ 
aa 5 ’ 
h2,e4 
fP2 
b 
a” 
Wehsveq=7.Letr=3ands=2.Thenob=bazand 
ab ‘=b2a4. Also, t”-‘=(s-l)(r-l)/(r+s- )=$=4=4#s. Note 
that r’tzl-s, r+‘2+s. If t=3, then P=S#s,so u=S. 
a1 =t’-‘(tu-s)=t’-‘(5-2)=3t“ 1 
~~,=t’-‘(t-s”tW)=t’-‘(3-20)=~t’-’ 
jci = &/t = y-’ = 2(&‘- = et’-’ 
p-2 = -~~-~(~~-l)/(r- 1) = -$tl-l = St’-1 
Choose t’- ’ = 1 (I = 1). Then a, = 3, @I = 4, &, = 6, r”-z = 5 = 3$. 
Ly,=3 p,=4 
a,=2 py- 5 
0,,=6 &=l 
CQ=4 p,$=3 
a,=5 p5=2 
ah=1 &=6 
a=0 &=O 
r*=;Ee2(r-1)=5X2=3 h= 1 
-+‘=3x3=2 
+I + 1 _ +I = 6 
rlr+?_rll+l =4 
+I .3 _ +I t 2 = 5 
rlr 2_rlt-3r 1 
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GT;[q] has more than two primitive elements for all q >7 because &(q- 1)>2, 
this is always possible for q > 7. We show in our first example (Table 2) that it is also 
possible for q = ‘i.) These two conditions on r ensure that 
t 
,,-I 
f 
(S-l)(r-l) modq 
r+s-1 
is finite and not equal to s. We chot>se t to be a. primitive element of GF[q] such 
Table 3 
Sequencing Partial products 
e 
al2 
a” 
a” 
a” 
a IO 
a’ 
(1 
a2 
as 
a” 
a3 
b 
ba” 
b2aa 
bag 
bza ‘2 
ba” 
b2a” 
ba “’ 
b2a9 
ba7 
b2as 
ba 
b2a ” 
ba2 
b2a7 
ba” 
b’a 
ban 
b2a2 
ba’ 
b2q4 
ba I’ 
b’a” 
ba” 
a’ 
b2 
bza-l 
c 
a I2 
a IO 
a’ 
a” 
a* 
a2 
a3 
a” 
a’ 
a” 
7 
ia’ 
bzaU 
ba9 
bza ‘0 
ba” 
bza ‘2 
ha2 
b2a3 
ha lo 
bza” 
b 
b’a 
ba’ 
b2a7 
ba” 
b2a6 
ba” 
b’a’ 
ba’? 
b2 
ba4 
bzas 
ba 
b2a2 
b2aH 
ba7 
a 
Wehaveq=13.Letr=2ands=3.Thenab=ba3and 
ab’ = b2a9. Also, t”--’ = (s - l)(r - l)/(r + s - 1) = f = 4 = 7 # s. 
If t=2,then u=12and t”=l#s. 
CY,=C’-‘(tu-s)=t’--‘(l-3)=!ltl-’ 
p’ =+-‘(t-s2t~)=+-‘(2-9)=6t’-’ 
&’ = /3,/r = 3t’-’ 
rh -z _ -.?I -‘(tu-- ‘)/(r - 1) = _7+’ = 6t’ -; 
Choose t’ ’ = 1. Then a, = 11, p, =6, & =3, rh-2=6=2s. 
h=7 
cu,=ll 9,=6 p =rhe2(r-1)=6 
a,=9 92=12 r" -_'~-I=12 
tx3= 5 p3= 11 ,.h+‘_,,h = 11 
ar,=lO f14=9 #I +2 _ yh+‘=9 
as= 7 &=5 rh+3- rh+2= 5 
f&j=1 &= 10 rh+4_rh+3 = 10 
a7= 2 P7=7 
rh+S_rh+4=7 
ctg= 4 I%=1 
rh+6_rh+S= 1 
a9 =8 B9=2 r 
h +7 - ,.h+6 = 2 
at ,0=3 @lo=4 r 
A +x - +I +7 = 4 
Q,, =6 cl, -8 #I +9 _ +1 i-8 = 8 
G 12= 12 P13=3 
rh-2_rh--3= 3 
a=0 p,z=o 
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that tU # s. We then compute 
r h-2 p = rh-2(r - 1). 
We may choose t’-’ arbitrarily, say t’-’ = 1. Then ai+ l = tiul and Pi+, = tiPI. 
We obtain a sequencing of the group by substituting these values into Table 1. 
Hence, every non-abelian group of order 3q, 4 an odd prime, is sequenceable. 
Since there are usually several choices for r and t and since I may be chosen 
arbitrarily, a large number of different possible sequencings exist for each group. 
In Tables 2 and 3, we obtain one sequencing each for the groups of orders 21 and 
39 respectively. 
3. The main result 
IJsing the case p = 3 discussed above as a guide and making use of Lemma 2, 
we seek a sequencing of the non-abelian group of order pq in the form e, ur”-rh ‘, 
a 
yl.  I -rlr 
b&“n 2;:;p’ :,p 
+t 2_+ 3 , b, bu-lcrat,“, bo2-aaaf,2), bu3-crZa(I~‘~, . . . , bap-2-cr” 3na\n 2’) 
t)cr-laai’b bu2-uaa~)_ , . . , b -cP 2aaP’ I’, 
bcr’ -,r,al:', , , _ , bup 2-up 'aa:; i, a~, bu" 2, bup 3, bu:' ', . . 
b”?z*:“, 
.,b", b-h"::' :', where 
p, = yh-1 -yh-2_ 
We make use of the facts that up--’ = 2’-‘, that 1 - crp-’ = - 1, and, generally, 
that d’-r - ap-r-1 = -cFr, where 2a = :I mod p. 
V!is seq-Jencing gives rise to the partial products which are listed in Table & 
(For ease tif printing, we have represented the element bvaW by the ordered pair 
v, Y in Table 4.) The expressions denoted by Eij’ (for i = 1,2, . . . ,4 - 2 and j = 0, 
I,..., p - 2) in Table 4 are as given below. We equate these expressions to 
expressions in a primitive element t of GF[q] which are analogues of those for the 
case j? = 3 already considered above. We also make the definitions c$!r = tar?) for 
i =: 1, 2, . . . 4-2 and j=l, 2,. . . , p - 1 by analogy with the equalities ai +1 = tai 
and PI:+.{ = P@i used in the case p = 3. 
E!O’ 
I 
= a;l)sl-~ +~12)sl-~l+(llj3)sl-~J+ . . . 
+ a(P-2)Sl--a~- 2 + a(P-l) = 
Y i 
(+ _ ?I--l)ti--1, 
jp =TI , cyi 
(21s u--u2 $ a(3)Su-uJ + (_pstr-aJ + , , . 
+ &.4) 
S 
a-l 
I 
ia!?* = pill _ tl--l)ti-l, 
E’2’ 
i 
E!P-2) = a(I:-lbSu~~-‘-l +,(I, 
I i .i+ls 
c&-ufa(2) 
i+ls 
CM-&+ . , ~ 
2-Un-’ + ajT;2) = fLtp_2(tl _ tf-l)ti-1, 
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Table 4 
0, 0 
0 ++~-l 
0: +a+1 _ +1 
. 
. 
*p-’ 
, r=sup 2 + ay~suP-~-u I (2) f(Yl s up ‘--a2 + . . . +Ql:P-3)Sup-2-u~-s+(y(P-2) 
+ zfr; EiP-2’ 
1, r*s + E:;e!“’ 
0, r*s” +ay+~~;fE;‘) 
u2, 
psu2 + ay)su~-u 
-I- ai2’ i- Cq:fEi2j 
. 
0 P-2 
, r*S~r’-2+QI:1)~up-~-~+ . . . +& -3)f~” 2-~p ‘+a:“-2’+xT=f E;P-2’ 
CT 
P-2, r*sd’-2 + a’ll+V ‘-“+ . . . + a(P-3)S+-+ + a:p-2) +E=: E;P-2’ + p 
#-3, r)icSuP-3+ a(ll~sup-z-~+ . . . + a(p-4,S~p-3-~P~‘+(Y~-3)+Cq=12 E;P-3) 
+ (c$_y + p)sup-2 
oP-4, r*sQP-J _j_ a\lyr~ a-“+ . . . + ay5)Su” ‘---a”--’ + &-4) +C~Z: Eip-4’ 
. 
. 
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From these equalities, we obtain 
E:l’_E:“‘s”-’ = &) _ ,\l, = (t”, _ s”-l)(t’ _ +-l), 
E;2Lj$l9+5 42La\2, = (+_. fu,S+cr)(fl _ p) 
r 
E:p-2’_ &-31p I 2--up 3 = cy2 (P-2) _ 4P-2) = tUP 2- p,, TSQ” *-up 3 ,(t’ -- t’-‘). 
,\I! = Q-l(tU, -so-‘), 
(yy’ = +-‘(tUZ - tU@-u), 
43’= pl(pj_ p,p-u*), 
. 
(P-2) 
a1 
= pl(pt, *- ty, IS+--@ ‘), 
It is easy to check, using Table 4, that, with these choices for the expressions 
Elk’ and the indices (Y I” in terms of the primitive element t of CiF[q19 all the 
partial p:od UC s t of the form b”‘a@:” are different except possibly the last one 
which occurs. We illustrate this. 
. 
Case j = p - 2. From Table 4, 
&P-2) = r*SatB -2 + aySrr’ 2-u+ cL \2)sup ?-cr.z + . . . + 4P-3p *-CT” \ + ($-2), 
~~-2) = p:“-2) + E:p-2) 
, 
&p-2’ I = p:p-2) + f$P-2) + E<P-2’ 
_ ‘, 
. 
p&---y = py2) + cp,-; j5Y!P--2), 
@JJ-2) = fly-2 + CT=-; E(P-.2’ + LL 
1 . 
Since the quantities 0, Ey-2’ = t% IT (t’ - P’), ,@’ 2) +_ @-2) = 
pv *(?I+ l - t’-‘), . . . , c:zf- E!f’-2’ = t’% 2(r’- 2 - t’-‘) and t%-2(-i’- ‘) are a‘l% different, ail 
the &P--” wGl be different, including the last one which occurs, provided 
that P = t”.’ ?(-- +-2). 
Cuse j = p - 3. From Table 4, 
&p-3’ = r*SuP-3 + ay)Su~‘-‘-o+ 4+T” 3-t++ . . . + a#P-3’, 
@J - 3) =. &P--3’+ E:‘.‘-3’ 
, 
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&p-3) + E:p-3) + E:p-“b 
, 
@b” -3) = @‘p-3’ + Erf EfP-3’ + (4P-l2’+ @” * 
. 
Since the quantities 0, E:p-3’ = tU P ‘($ - p), @P-3’+ @-3) = 
tUp a(t*+’ - t’-‘), . . . , If:: Eipb3’ = t”p--~(ti-2- t’-‘) and tUp 1( - t’- ‘) are all different, 
all the pip-” will be different, including the last one which occurs, provided that ,u 
has the same value as above: for 
(ab9_:‘+ p)s@ * = [tl 2(t”p z- t% 3fP *-up ‘)+ tl-2( _ pp ,)JsU!’ 2 
z #f-2( _ p,, ,fP *- rP l)s”” 2 
= tUp .I( _ p2). 
Case j = 0. From Table 4, 
p:o’ = r*s 
p:“‘= r*s’+ E:“, 
6:“’ = r*s + I!$“+ EL”, 
Since the quantities 0, E\” = t’ - t’-l, E\“+ E$” = t’+’ - t’-*, . . . , EIi “I = 
t’-2- t’-1 and - t’-l a:re all different, all the pi” will be different, including the 
last one which occurs, provided that k has the same value as before. This follows 
from the fact that 
Finally, it is easy to see that the partial products which are powers of (,I alone 
are all different provided that the last such product is equal to Ch ‘. This 
requires that 
r h-2 -r h-*+~~~~)(l--~-1)+~~-2=-yh-* moduloq 
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from Table 4. Since p = r”-’ - rhV2, we P!~O must have r”-’ - rhem2 = tUv -2( - trm2) 
from above. That is, rhe2 = - tUp l+‘--‘j\r-- 1). Therefore, we require that 
Hence, _ 
L 1 p*-2 -+s-‘(1-s-‘)+s-2 r-l 3 = t(l-s--l), 
1 (S-l)(r-1) t% 2-- = 
r+s-1 * 
We conclude that a sequencing of the non-abelian group of order p&l, where 2 is 
a primitive element of Gqp], can be obtained by the following procedure. 
First choose one of the roots s of the congruence sP = 1 mod y and also a 
primitive element r of GF[q] such that r+s - 1 # 0 mod 4 (because we require 
t% 2 -’ to be finite). Then choose a primitive element t of GF[q] and 
integers ul, u2, . . . , u,..~ such that, modulo q, tu, # s=-1, tr-u, # $+-u, 
i UT--LA2 _# f3 -Cd) _ _ _ , ~ ,. * u,, 3 f f” j---cTp 3) pp_ ,-1 = (s - - l)(r - l)/(r + s - 1) # s (since 
we require c@ #(I for j=l, 2,..., p - 1). Compute the indices c$ for i = 1, 
2 . . 1 q-l and j=l, 2,... , p - 1. Finally, choose h so that rLs2(r - 1) = 
k”( - 0~ 2-r) modulo q. This gives a sequencing (as listed at the beginning of this 
section) for arbitrary choice of the index 1. 
3n order to illustrate the whole process, we carry out the necessary calculations 
for the case p = 5 and q = 11 and display the resulting sequencing of the 
non-abelian group of order 55 in Table 5. 
Since 2a = 1 mod p, we have cr = 3. We may choose s = 3 (since 3’~ 1 mod 11) 
and r = 2 (a primitive element of GF[ll]) since r + s - 1s 4 mod 11 is not zero. 
Then P-*-’ = (r - l)(s - l)/(r + s - 1) = 6 mod 11, so t”~-’ # s. We may choose t = 2 
(a primitive element of GF[ll]). Then tU3 = 1. We find that a$‘, ari2’, ai3), a\“’ are 
all non-zero if we choose PI = t”2 = t+ = 1. We also put t’-’ = 1. Then 
where these latter calculations are made modulo 3 1. We require that rhs2(r- 1: = 
t’- ‘( - fu,_‘) s3 2”-2(7 _ 1) = - 6, whence h = 6. We also have the group generating 
relations ab = bn3, l;b2 = b2a”, ab3 = b3a”, ab4 = b4a4. 
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Table 5 
21s 
Sequencing Partial products 
Sequencing Partial products 
(contd.) (contd.) 
e 
aI0 
a9 
a7 
a3 
a” 
a 
a2 
a4 
a” 
b 
b2a3 
Pa9 
b3a7 
b4a9 
b2a6 
ba7 
b”a” 
baa7 
b”a 
ba’ 
b”a6 
b4as 
b2a2 
ha’ 
b”a 
b’a” 
b2a’ 
e 
a IO 
a8 
a4 
a7 
a2 
a3 
a” 
a9 
a6 
ba’ 
b” 
b4aQ 
b2aX 
ba’ 
b”a 
baa 10 
b2a9 
ba “’ 
b3a” 
b”a 
b’ 
ba-’ 
b3a7 
b4a5 
b2a4 
b 
b’a” 
ba 
b3a2 
b4a 
b2aH 
ba2 
b3a4 
b4a2 
b2aS 
bn4 
b3aK 
b4a4 
bza 10 
ba8 
bsa” 
b4a” 
b2a9 
ba” 
b3a lo 
b”a” 
b2a7 
ba “’ 
b-‘c9 
a5 
b’ 
b’ 
b” 
b”a 10 
b4a2 
b2a 
bus 
b3a9 
b4a7 
b2a” 
ba4 
b3aH 
b4ah 
bzas 
ba2 
b3ah 
b4a4 
b2a” 
ba9 
b3a2 
b4 
bza 10 
ba 
b3a” 
b’a” 
b2a2 
b2a7 
b4an 
b3a 10 
ba’ 
a 
4. comMing remarks 
It is worthy of note that, although a large number of quotient sequencings with 
similar structures to that given in I emma 2 can be obtained, none of those which 
the author has tried to use (except the one given in Lemma 2) leads to a 
sequencing of the parent group. 
The question whether non-abelian groups of order ~4, where 2 is not a 
primitive element of GF[pJ, are sequenceable remains open. The author’s present 
conjecture is that most non-abelian groups are sequenceable. 
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